CHEMICALS
KEEP YOUR CHEMICAL DATA
UP TO DATE WITH OUR
SIMPLE, CUSTOMISABLE,
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM.
MAIN DESCRIPTION:
Ensuring your employees have the most up to date
information regarding chemicals in use and ensuring
you are tracking all chemicals on site can be difﬁcult.
Effective’s Chemical Inventory module provides a

KEY FEATURES:

central storage location for all chemical data,
including Safety Data Sheets (SDS) and Chemical Risk
Assessments, supplier data, and storage / usage
information.

>

All chemical information is captured in one module; and can be shared
across the organisation.

>

Attach safety data sheets and risk assessments associated with the
chemical.

>

Record and track monthly chemical usage across multiple sites.

>

Store and record important supplier contact information.

>

R Phrase Classiﬁcations and GHS Classiﬁcations built in.

>

Integrated with other Effective modules to ensure your solution saves time
and removes duplication.

>

Filter tool helps quickly locate the chemical required.

BENEFITS:
INTEGRATION
We’re an integrated solution where information can freely ﬂow from module to module without
duplicating work. Your chemical data records can be easily accessed in order to complete effective
CoSHH assessments.

ACCESSIBILITY

CHEMICALS

All your chemical data can be kept and tracked in one place. With centralised tracking, our system simply
allows key users to access MSDS and hazard information through to Supplier contact details with a click
of a button.

SPEED
Once the chemical information is entered in the system, it’s held indeﬁnitely. Key users can check and
update all information when required so there is no need to re-create or search out the information.

COMPREHENSIVE MODULE OFFERING
Chemicals is just one of 19 product modules that are available. Whatever your industry sector, whatever your
challenge, Effective’s comprehensive range of product modules is sure to provide you with the tools to streamline
your entire health and safety procedures.
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